Fischer's Bee Quick – 200ml
A Non-Toxic Blend Of Natural Oils and Herbal Extracts!
Clears supers fast without foul odours or harsh chemicals
Why Use It?
Does your fume board repel YOU more than it repels your bees?
Are your bees more aggressive when blown at 100 mph by leaf blowers?
Are you tired of jamming or useless bee-escapes?
Are you terrorizing and killing bees trying to shake and brush them?
If you can answer yes to one or more of the above questions, then you should try
Fischer's Bee-Quick.
Fischer’s Bee-Quick is a safe, gentle, and pleasant way to harvest your honey.
Safe for you, honey, & bees.
No bees are harmed
No foul odour – smells nice!
No hive chaos - no “clouds of bees”
No noisy machines to lug around or break
How Does It Work?
Fischer's Bee-Quick is a "bee repellent" (we dislike the term "bee repellent", but
everyone uses it).
It is used with a fume board (hd155) or a breeze board.
When exposed to air, the non-toxic liquid turns to a non-toxic vapor that smells
good to you, but irritates bees. Bees move away from the fumes, and out of the
topmost super directly under the fume board.
At higher temperatures, more vapour is produced, but Bee-Quick works even on
cloudy days, and on days you might think "too cool" to harvest honey. (Even after
a night in your freezer, Bee-Quick still "smells nice". If you can smell the vapours
coming out of the bottle, the bees will take notice and evacuate supers.)
Don't use too much! Spray Bee-Quick in a zig zag pattern, across the full width of
the fume pad, including the spaces between the outer frames and the hive body,
but don't overdo it. If you use too much, bees will start coming out of the hive
entrance, The exact amount required will vary with temperature, the amount of
sunshine on the fume board, and factors that makes bees reluctant to leave the
super, such as uncapped honey or brood. In general, use less on hotter and/or
sunnier days.
How Do You Use It?
You have two choices, a fume board or a breeze board. If you pull supers on
sunny days, a fume board is for you.
If it is cloudy, your hives are in full shade, or if you pull supers in the chill of late
fall, you may want to try a breeze board.
Fume boards (hd155) have flat metal tops that heat up in the sun, and heat a
cloth in contact with the metal. As the cloth is warmed, Bee-Quick that you have
sprayed onto the cloth evaporates faster, creating more vapour than it does at
room temperature.
Breeze boards catch the breeze and force it through a cloth down into the supers.
While the liquid does not evaporate as fast as with a fume board, the breeze
forces the vapour down into the super, getting fumes down to the bees more
effectively. (So, breeze boards will not work well unless there is a breeze.)

